Our Embossed series uses boldly carved lines to create delightful patterns. These gorgeous tiles are available in any of our glaze colors or may be hand painted using our Polywash technique. In a single color, glazes will melt and pool in the recesses of the design. Opaque glazes may subdue the pattern, while translucent glazes can accentuate it. These beautiful patterns can be further enhanced when hand painted, allowing you to add an accent color to the depths of the carving.

Pratt + Larson has been making custom, hand crafted tile since 1982. Our luxury tile studio is located in the heart of Portland, Oregon and our mission is to enrich your environment and your life. Our tile is available for purchase through our network of partners throughout the US and Canada.
G2-155 Embossed A PW1 w/Marigold
G2-160 Embossed D PW1 w/Glacier
G2-156 Embossed B PW1 w/Leaf
G2-149 Embossed D PW1 w/Silver
G2-148 Embossed C W82
G2-157 Embossed A W50
Enhance the design elements of any Embossed pattern by using our handpainted, Polywash technique.

Choose from any of the 16 gorgeous accent colors shown below. Each pattern will hold the color in its own way, fine lines hold less color and deep lines hold more.

The palette below uses W1 as the over glaze which is clear, allowing these accent colors to shine and sparkle. Changing the over-glaze adds a wash of color over the whole tile. With a darker over-glaze some of the accent colors can be obscured. The more contrast between the accent and the over glaze the better the pattern will stand out.

Polywash tiles are hand crafted and hand painted. Range and variation in color is to be expected.

Polywash 1 Palette
EMBOSSED 6x6 PATTERNS

Embosed A  EM-66XA

Embosed B  EM-66XB

Embosed C  EM-66XC

Embosed D  EM-66XD

www.prattandlarson.com